
Introduction to the 
Study of Language

Part 3



Today

• Finishing Syntax
• Phonology
• Historical Lx
• Misc…



Gluing tests

• The girl found the puppy
• Replacement (e.g. with a pronoun)

– Where did you find the puppy? I found it in the garden.
– What did the girl find?

• Coordination
– The girl found the puppy and the doll.

• Movement
– The puppy was found in the garden

• Answer to a question
– What did the girl find? She found the puppy.



Gluing tests

• But found the puppy also seems to make sense 
in The girl found the puppy.

• Try to apply the gluing tests on it
• And now what about found the, would the 

gluing tests work?
• Finally, consider the puppy and the boy in this 

pair
– The girl found the puppy and the boy.
– The girl found the puppy and the boy found the 

kitten.



How does gluing help us?

• Recall some of the puzzles from the previous 
classes
– Question formation: How do kids know which 

verb to move in front of the sentence?
• Pinker’s example of the induction problem: 



How does gluing help us?

• Ambiguity
– I saw a man with the telescope.



Exercise

• The relatives of my husband live in Chicago city

• The relatives of my husband live in Chicago city



Exercise

• Many retired workers spend their time on 
relaxing hobbies.
– Find all the constituents
– Try to draw a tree

Many retired         workers          spend their        time     on   relaxing         hobbies



Gluing is asymmetric

• grey elk vs. elk grey
– If gluings were symmetric, they should have the 

same meanings but they don’t
– One of them is the boss, it decides what kind of 

element the whole phrase is.
– Heads select their complements

• Observe vs. look
– Observe something *Observe at something
– *Look something Look at something



Summary of syntax
• Last time

– Creativity
– independence of semantics (meaning)
– Hierarchical structure (ambiguity)

• Today
– Compositionality
– Constituents and tests for them

• Pronoun replacement
• Movement
• Stand alone

– Sentence trees



Phonology

• Sound system
• Two fundamental questions

– What are the basic elements that make up the 
sound system

– What are the rules for combining these elements
• Note the similarity with the way we 

characterized morphology and syntax 



Outline

• Contrast
– Phonemes vs. allophones
– Minimal pairs
– Complementary distribution

• Natural classes
• Data practice



Phonetics review

• ???



Phoneticians study what speakers are doing 
when they are producing an utterance. 

Phonologists study what speakers know, 
and how that knowledge is organized as part 
of a system of rules.

Phonetics & Phonology 
reminder



Contrast & predictability

• Switching the magnifier glass for difference 
spotting
– Phonetically measurable vs. psychologically real

Praat example

• Sounds can be
– Different phonetically but same phonologically
– Same phonetically but different phonologically



Abstract vs. concrete level

• /p/ and /b/ are contrastive
– Minimal pair test

• pit bit pet bet park bark
• rip rib lap lab cop cob
• ebay e-pay

• [ph], [p], [b] are predictable
/p/ /b/

[ph]          [p] [p] [b] 
#__ s__ #__ V__V



Predictability ≈ complementary 
distribution

• Two sounds are in complementary distribution 
if one sound never occurs in the environments 
in which the other occurs.

• v vs. v (v = any vowel): nap vs. nab
– v only if followed by [+voice] consonant
– v only if followed by [–voice] consonant 

• Vocalic length predicts consonantal voicing 
and voicing predicts length



How do phonetic differences 
function in speech?

• Some data
– English

• [phA:(®)k] park
• [spA:(®)k] spark
• [bA:(®)k] bark

– Slovak
• [pot] under/sweat
• [spot] from under
• [bot] point
• [dup] oak
• [dubi] oaks

– Hindi
• [phl] fruit
• [pl] moment
• [bl] strength



Division into phonemes & 
allophones is language specific

Hindi English Slovak

Mind /ph//p//b/ /p/  /b/ /p/ /b/

Mouth [ph][p][b]     [ph] [p] [b] [p] [b] 



Determining phonemes & 
allophones from data

• List local environments in search for 
complementary distributions

• Determine the allophones and their 
environments

• Choose the elsewhere (underlying 
representation) allophone



Allophones of /l/ in English
(Hayes)



Natural classes

• Sound processes tend to affect groups of 
sounds, not just individual sounds
– Palatalization in Slovak
– Aspiration in English



What if there are more processes?
• Sometimes, the order in which these processes apply is 

crucial.
– In American English writer and rider are almost 

homophones, but the quality and the length of the stressed 
vowel is slightly different: it is a bit longer and the tongue is 
lower in rider.

– Two processes apply
1. Flapping: t,d [] in unstressed syllables
2. Vowel shortening: v v if followed by unstressed consonant in the 

same syllable

• The processes must apply in this order: #2, #1. The 
other order does not produce the observed difference 
between writer and rider.



Some more Turkish ☺

• First, look at the Turkish vowel inventory. What is 
the most economical way to describe it with 
features?
– i e a o u u([y]) o([ø]) 

[-back] [+back]
[+high] i u   u
[-high] e o  a o

[-rnd]  [+rnd]              [-rnd]  [+rnd]



Stem Accusative Gloss Stem Genitive Gloss
yel yel-i ‘wind’ ip ip-in ‘rope’
gol gol-u ‘sea’ sap sap-n ‘stalk’
gul gul-u ‘rose’ pul pul-un ‘stamp’
kz kz- ‘daughter’ son son-un ‘end’
kol kol-u ‘arm’ gol gol-un     ‘sea’

• The vowels of the accusative and genitive suffixes have more 
variants: -i/-u/-/-u. 

• These are all ________ vowels that assimilate to the features of 
__________ and __________ of the stem vowel.

Turkish nouns



Stem Plural Gloss
ip ip-ler ‘rope’
yu z yu z-ler ‘face’
kz kz-lar ‘daughter’
pul pul-lar ‘stamp’

• How is the plural formed?

• The pattern: the suffix vowel assimilates to the 
feature [back] of the stem vowel, with the height of 
the suffix fixed to low ([-high]).

More Turkish nouns



Language changes !

• All living languages change in time
– We can observe this change in real time or in 

apparent time
– Real time

• Study the language differences between two time 
periods

• For old times, we have to rely on written records

– Apparent time
• Study the language of two age groups

– E.g. Slovak immigrants in NY

• Study related dialects



English

• English has been written for over 1000 years
– Old English is really very different from present 

English, totally incomprehensible (Beowulf, 8th

century). 
• Wolde guman findan þone þe him on sweofote sare geteode.
• He wanted to find the man who harmed him while he slept.

– Middle English (Chaucer, 1387)
• What that Aprille with his shoures soote, the droght of 

March hath perced to the roote
• When April with its sweat showers, the drought of March 

has pierced to the root



How does change happen?

• Lexical change is easy, some words are added 
to the mental lexicon, and some are deleted

• Grammatical change occurs gradually when a 
new generation of children acquire a language 
in a slightly different form than the parent 
generation.
– For example, some optional/variable processes in 

adult grammar may become fixed in child 
grammars and vice versa.

– Slovak: [l] vs. [l’], aká as intensifier
– English: ??



Types of change

• Phonological (sound) change
– The most common, typically regular. Sometimes 

across the board, sometimes only in particular 
context

– Historical
• Complete loss of [x]
• [f] vs. [ff] [v] vs. [f]
• [z] and [] at the end of words from house, bathe

– Present
• Loss of [l]
• Intrusive [r]
• …



Types of change (cont’d)

• Morphological
– Loss of case marking
– Retained in possessive ‘s and pronouns
– Replaced by prepositions
– Hungarian??

• Syntactic
– Stricter word order (Old English was SVO and SOV)
– Negation

• Evolution of single negative, do-support



Types of change (cont’d)

• Lexical change
– Borrowings, acronyms, compounds,…
– Adjusted by phonological rules

• Semantic change
– Broadening, narrowing, meaning shifts



Historical reconstruction
• Answers the question: How are languages related?
• Consider these cognates from Germanic and 

Romance languages
English German French Spanish
fish fisch poisson pescado
father Vater pere padre

Language X Language Y

Language Z



Exercise
• Six of these 12 languages are related (they are Indoeuropean 

languages). Which ones?





But what about spoken language?

• In the 1st lecture we said that spoken language 
is primary and written language is secondary.

• But in historical reconstruction we don’t know 
how languages were pronounced.
– Sound-spelling correspondence could be 

established from minimally different words
–



Language vs. Dialects

• Any language was first a dialect
• A language is a dialect with an army and a 

navy (Max Weinreich)
• All dialects are equal (for a linguist)



Dialects

• Labov’s interview
– http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?stor

yId=5220090
• AAVE

– Example from Pinker
– Excerpt from Crash

http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=5220090
http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=5220090




Other socio-linguistic categories

• Age
• Gender
• Socio-economical class
• Race and/or ethnicity
• Geographical affiliation
• Sexual orientation
• Power relationship
• …



Language acquisition

• How kids acquire language?
– Imitation?

• Not really, recall our examples from the 1st lecture
• One more:

– Child: Nobody don’t like me
– Mom: NO, say “Nobody likes me”
– Child: Nobody don’t like me

(dialogue repeated 8 times)
– Mom: Now, listen carefully, say “Nobody likes me”
– Child: Oh, Nobody don’t likes me

• Common examples of children speech 2 and 3 years of 
age

– A my pencil, two foot, what the boy hit?, other one pant



Analogy?

• Not really.
– Recall our discussion of houses:

• All houses are red. Three houses are red
• The houses are all red *The houses are three red

• In short, the idea that language is a kind of 
verbal behavior that can be learnt by imitation 
or analogy is not likely. Language acquisition 
is a creative process.
– Famous debate between Skinner and Chomsky in 

late 50s and the crushing defeat of Skinner



Stages in acquisition

• Babbling
– Also in sign language!

• Perfect perception and learning by forgetting
– Head-turn procedure, sucking procedure for sound 

discrimination
• First words: sounds and meanings

– Phonology
• Reduplications and simplifications





Exercise
• Are the ‘mistakes’ hap-hazzard? (Michael, 21-24 

months)



Meaning

• Mom: Look at the dog!
– What does she mean?

• Average speed of 14 words/day (roughly 5000 
words a year)

• Principles
– whole > parts
– size/shape > color

• Syntactic bootstrapping
– Describing a cartoon: it’s blicking, or it’s a blick



Morphology & Syntax
• Overgeneralization is very typical and revealing

– Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3
broke breaked broke
brought bringed brought

• Wug test
• Derivational rules

– He’s keying the door.
• Word-order acquired very quickly, even before two-

word stage production
– Head-turn procedure, mismatched audio and video, 

children (18mo) look longer at the for matched cases



Second Language Acquisition

• SLA vs. FLA: same or different?
• Critical period
• Native language interference
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